Library and Information center organized a Technical Talk on IEEE Xplore Digital Library on 27th March 2017 for students and faculty members. Mr. Akshay Prasanna, covered following information in his talk.

- Time saving features for your research using IEEE Xplore Digital Library
- Facets to “drill down” to obtain precision and relevancy (retrieving the right set of articles out of almost 40 lakh full text articles)
- Knowledge sharing and collaboration with team members
- Building a library of articles for future reference
- Receiving alerts on the new contents and journals of your interest
- HTML articles for quicker navigation and discovery (able to interpret articles in less than 60 seconds)
- Tracking technology trends
- Browse titles by topic areas to find subject specific information, across all IEEE Xplore content
And much more!

It was very informative session and at the end Dr. Anitha S Rai, Convenor thanked Mr. Akshay for his wonderful lecture.